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AIRCRAFT DISTANCE MEASUREMENTSYSTEM

Nelson Whitaker Filho

ABSTRACT

The Aircraft Distance Measurement System (ADMS) could be used in Flight
Test application to determine the aircraft position and speed during takeoff, landing
and acceleration-stop performance test within runway limits using a microwave link.
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INTRODUCTION

The ADMS, developed by Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S/A (EMBRAER), is a
specific system Flight Test Instrumentation (FTI) to determine the distance of aircraft
under test to one or more surveyed ground positions with great accuracy. The acquired
data from ADMS, FTI transducers and Avionics System are gathered into a PCM
stream and used with an associated Ground Station/Software to determine aircraft
position and speed during aircraft takeoff, landings and accelerate-stop performance
tests within runway limits.

THEORY OF OPERATION

The ADMS System is composed by the following units, interconnected as indicated in
Fig. 1:

C 01 Airborne Controller Unit
C 01 Airborne Interrogator Unit
C Up to 03 Ground Reference Stations
C FTI Transducers and Avionics System Signals



ADMS CONTROLLER

The ADMS controller is the key unit of the system. It controls the Reference Stations
interrogation sequence (which was previously stored in a non-volatile memory),
generating the individual station identification code and validating the response signal.
It is on board unit, interfacing to the Interrogator and operating stand-alone
continuously data updating to the airborne data recorder and telemetry transmitter.
The Controller time base is performed by a precision reference 150 MHz clock.

INTERROGATOR (R/T)

The Interrogator is a R/T unit which generates the microwave codes under the ADMS
Controller action, returning to this one the response signal from the R/S unit and then
properly processed by the ADMS controller.

REFERENCE STATIONS (R/S)

The Reference Stations are receiver/transmitter units located in surveyed ground
positions that selectively detect the interrogation microwave pulses from the
Interrogator (R/T).
On the Detection of such pulses, each R/S checks for its on address code. The
addressed R/S will send back adequate response.
Each R/S is programmed to be uniquely selectable for interrogation.

FTI TRANSDUCERS AND AVIONICS SIGNALS

These signals associated with radio altimeter height, landing gear compressed shock
absorber condition, and aircraft attitude are used as input parameters to the ground
station positioning software to determine the aircraft distance travelled during
takeoffs, landings and accelerate-stop tests and related speeds.



SCENARIO OF OPERATION

The system operates using the Controller/Interrogator installed in the aircraft under
test and up to 3 ground-based Reference Stations (R/S).
The geometrical solution using the combination of three measured slant ranges can
provide the flight profile in the space. An error analysis applied to this method,
however, shows that the further the Reference Stations are from each other, the
greatest the accuracy achieved and the best angle with which tow R/S shall be viewed
from the aircraft is 90 degrees (acceptable values, depending on the required accuracy,
are between 30 and 150 degrees). This condition can be better understood through
sketched bellow.



T1: identification Code
T2: 50 or 54 us
Ta: wave propagation delay in the space between the R/T and the R/S
Tc: propagation delay in the cable between the Controller and the R/T
Tp: pulse width (0.5 us max.)
Tr: R/T’s response delay



SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

The main characteristics of the system are:

* Distance measurement through the propagation delay of microwave signals;
* Utilization of one up to three ground surveyed points, allowing three-dimensional
position determination;
* Surveyed points sequence and scanning rate firmware programmable;
* One meter resolution, overall accuracy better than .03% of the measurement,
readings updating up to 150 per second;
* Distance range max 20 Km, depending mainly on the gains and their positions
(aircraft and ground);
* Each response signal checked for positive recognition before validation of the
measurement, minimizing misreading due to reflected or spurious radio signals (see
fig.3);
* Measurement outputs in digital form, through three parallel data busses, 18 bits
each, compatible with any standard PCM system:
* Hardware minimization (e.g. no any mathematical processing requirements on
board);
* Design development regarding to the aeronautical use (low weight and small overall
dimensions, low power consumption at single 28V supply).

POST ANALYSIS DATA

As an example the PCM data is processed by the ADMS ground station positioning
software simplified positioning solution, using one R/S distance signal and radio
altimeter height to provide position and speed for a typical general aircraft takeoff
within runway limits.





CONCLUSION

The ADMS was evaluated and validated through takeoff, landing and accelerate-stop
flight test data. The same positioning results obtained using ADMS data were
compared against the determined position by using tracking phototheodolite system.
We could emphasize the following general remarks:
* Accuracy ±1,5 m.
* Telemetry of selected data parameters to a ground station.
* Sufficient accuracy to meet the position tolerance for noise testing.
* Post flight analysis using digital data recorded on magnetic tape.
* Portable to any of distance runway test location.
* Quick installation and operation.
* Post analysis easier and faster than tracking phototheodolite system.


